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 Perfect for beginning musicians and vocalists who need a soft sound. It's much more than a voice changer - it's a powerful tool for musicians. Available in two versions - Pro and Freeware. The software offers two ways to record your voice: Mic or Line-in. Multi-track recording with up to 16 vocal tracks and 20 rhythm tracks. Note: Pro version is absolutely worth of its price. There is no way to take
advantage of MorphVOX Pro voice changer unless you pay $39.95. Without a doubt this is the best buy for $10-20. MorphVOX pro voice changer | a simple, but powerful voice changer for any musicians MorphVOX Pro for VST, AU, RTAS, Audio Units MorphVOX Pro is the most intuitive and powerful voice changer for musicians. What is a vocal effector? Vocal effectors are audio effects that

create sounds, such as adding chorus, echo, distortion, reverb, or other effects. These special effects can be used to change the sound of a voice, but they can also be used to add sounds that go beyond the normal range of human hearing. Here's a list of what some of these effects do: Chorus: - Adds reverberation to the vocal sound. - Makes the vocal sound sound fuller. - Changes the vocal sound. -
Makes the vocals sound dreamy. - Can be used to reduce the pitch of a voice. - Compressor: - Reduces the volume of the vocal sound. - Enables the vocal sound to be heard more clearly. - Creates an alternative version of the vocal sound. - Increases the volume of the vocal sound. - Makes the vocal sound sound thinner. - Also adds reverb to the sound. - Distortion: - Adds an echo effect to the vocal

sound. - Makes the vocal sound louder. - Changes the pitch of the vocal sound. - Increases the pitch of the vocal sound. - Creates a new vocal sound. - Increases the volume of the vocal sound. - Reduces the volume of the vocal sound. - Also adds echo to the vocal sound. - Increases the volume of the vocal sound. - Increases the pitch of the vocal sound. - Reverb: - Adds reverberation to the vocal sound.
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